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ALC Game Rules – Additional Information (Triple Wild Dragon) 
ENGLISH SLOTS 
 

Game Help and Paytable are available within game. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FIXED MULTIPLIER SYMBOLS 

The Red Dragon symbol is wild and substitutes for any non-jackpot symbol to make winning Seven and 
Bar combinations. One Red Dragon symbol pays 3X the winning combination, except for progressives. 
Two Red Dragon symbols pay 9X the winning combination, except for progressives. The Gold Dragon and 
Green Dragon symbols are wild and substitute for any non-jackpot symbol to make winning Seven and 
Bar combinations. 

SYMBOL-TRIGGERED PROGRESSIVES 

3 Red Dragon symbols on an active payline 9 awards the top progressive jackpot. 3 Red Dragon symbols 
on an active payline 1-8 awards the 2nd tier progressive jackpot. 3 Gold Dragon symbols on an active 
payline awards the 3rd tier progressive jackpot. 3 Green Dragon symbols on an active payline awards 
the 4th tier progressive jackpot. 3 of any Dragon symbols on an active payline awards the 5th tier 
progressive jackpot. Only the highest progressive jackpot achieved is awarded. Progressive jackpots are 
not multiplied by the Red Dragon symbol. 3 Dragon symbols on an active payline will pay only the 
progressive tier for the respective combination. The odds of winning the progressive jackpots improve 
as lines bet increases. 

Progressive tiers are funded by a percentage of all wagers. 

Game will automatically complete after24 - 48hours if left in a feature. Line wins must occur on adjacent 
reels, beginning with the leftmost reel. All wins occur on active lines. Wins on multiple active paylines 
are added together.  

Interrupted Game 

In the event of disconnection, an interrupted bonus feature may be resumed immediately by starting 
the game again. The results of a completed reel spin (where display of the visual result was interrupted) 
will not be re-displayed within the game but may be reviewed in My Transaction History. 

Any amount wagered on an unfinished spin will remain paused until you either complete the game, the 
game is voided, or it’s auto completed within 24 to 48 hours. When an unfinished spin is voided, your 
bet will be refunded to your account.  

 Game History 

The result of a completed game may be viewed in My Transaction History immediately after closing the 
game window. Results of unfinished games are not displayed in My Transaction History. 
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